Appendix C

Mapping Network Drives
From off-campus
March 2020

Prerequisite:
Logon to the WWU campus network via VPN. See document labeled *Huxley Remote Access* for details.

**WINDOWS** (make desktop shortcuts to these network addresses. Right-click on Windows Desktop, New, Shortcut). Enter your username as WWU\*username* and WWU password when prompted.

- **H: Drive**  \`\pereregrine.univ.dir.wwu.edu\research`
- **J: Drive**  \`\pereregrine.univ.dir.wwu.edu\spatial`
- **L: Drive**  \`\msfs-share.univ.dir.wwu.edu\spatial`
- **P: Drive**  \`\msfs-share.cts.wwu.edu\facshare\Huxley`
- **S: Drive**  \`\msfs-share.cts.wwu.edu\class\Huxley`
- **U: Drive**  (Substitute *username* below with your WWU username)
  - \`\msfs-facstaff.univ.dir.wwu.edu\user\username` (Faculty/Staff)
  - \`\msfs-student.univ.dir.wwu.edu\stu\username` (Students)

**MAC** (Finder, Go, Connect to server)

- **H: Drive**  smb://pereregrine.univ.dir.wwu.edu/research
- **J: Drive**  smb://pereregrine.univ.dir.wwu.edu/spatial
- **L: Drive**  smb://msfs-share.cts.wwu.edu/spatial
- **P: Drive**  smb://msfs-share.cts.wwu.edu/facshare/huxley
- **S: Drive**  smb://msfs-share.cts.wwu.edu/class/huxley
- **U: Drive**  smb://msfs-facstaff.univ.dir.wwu.edu/username (Faculty/Staff)
  smb://msfs-student.univ.dir.wwu.edu/username (Students)